Lipid roles in hERG function and interactions with drugs.
Human-ether-a-go-go-related channel (hERG) is a voltage gated potassium channel (Kv11.1) abundantly expressed in heart and brain tissues. In addition to playing an important role in mediation of repolarizing K+ currents (IKr) in Action Potential (AP), hERG is notorious for its propensity to interact with various medications. The drug-induced block of K+ currents across hERG channel are strongly associated with dysrhythmic conditions collectively known as drug-induced long-QT-syndrome. The recent availability of the high-resolution Cryo-EM structures for the hERG channel has provided unique opportunity to resolve structural mechanisms involved into the process of voltage-gating of hERG channels, map various roles played by components of ventricular and neuronal membranes and then to connect it to cellular pathways through which diverse chemical compounds might be affecting function of the channel. Specifically, lipids and lipid derivatives such as polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs), ceramides and steroids have been shown to directly interact with the lipid facing amino acids in various Kv channels including hERG. In this review, possible lipophilic pathways of hERG activators and blockers, together with the existence of fenestration windows and effects of PUFAs, ceramides and steroids are explored throughout different sections. Finally, the interplay between long QT inducing drugs and phospholipidosis is briefly discussed.